Software Engineer
About biztribution: biztribution is a high-tech start-up that provide a disruptive business shift of paradigm
through blockchain-powered distribution solutions to the travel & tourism industry. We are a passionate
company focused on how technology can be applied to better serve our customers, being aware of their
challenges and continuously working on innovations to meet their needs. Our first product is based on
the combination of three concepts: the use, among others, of Blockchain technology, artificial intelligence
algorithms and their application in the distribution of air transport (booking and issuing airline tickets,
managing flight schedules, knowing seat availability and prices from multiple airlines). We reinvent air
distribution by avoiding overheads and intermediary costs and allowing more efficient operations in a
collaborative and neutral ecosystem shared approach.
European Commission has awarded biztribution with 4 Seals of Excellence and we have obtained grants
from European Commission and CDTI (Center for the Development of Industrial Technology), attached to
the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation.
WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR?
 Passionate about new technologies and want to grow with us.
 With skills to diagnose and analyse problems related to their developmental capacities.
 Able to work in a team and on their own initiative.
 With experience in agile methodologies.
 With experience in continuous integration and deployment environments (DevOps).
 With programming skills: C #, Go and / or Java.
 With experience in algorithms and data structures.
 Expert in large and distributed systems
 With experience in microservices, containers and deployment technologies.
 With knowledge of public key infrastructure and SSL.
 With some experience in cloud providers and NoSQL.
 Preferably with a B2 level of English or higher.
 Available to travel.
KEY RESPONSABILITIES
 Define, create and maintain web services interacting between the blockchain and front-end
layers, paying special attention to quality, interoperability, scalability, service and performance.
 Plan and estimate developments.
 Act as a meeting point between experts and architects of product and blockchain architecture.
 Create appropriate documentation.
 Be responsible for the software life cycle (ready for production) ensuring that the solution meets
the requirements of architecture, security, approved technologies, operability, etc.
 Establish a vision of the architecture in the medium term with a roadmap for the different
components.
 Support development teams in the early stages of software design.
 Carry out innovation tasks, identifying technologies and prototyping some.
 Work hand in hand with other technological teams.

WHY DO YOU CHOOSE BIZTRIBUTION?
 Fixed contract and salary tailored to your qualities and experience.
 Although the work center is in Zaragoza, we offer flexible working hours, conciliation and
remote working.
 Social benefits.
 Continuous learning in a growing technology company.
 Training in leading technology led by highly experienced professionals.
 An attractive professional career at a time of great expansion in the company.
 Knowledge of the complete cycle of an innovation project.

At biztribution we are transforming air distribution through innovative solutions and the cutting- edge
technology. Our success lies in a highly talented team that is passionate about technology and
disruptive challenges.
JOIN OUR TEAM and help us build the next generation of technology in the travel and tourism
industry: info@biztribution.net
biztribution: disruption that empowers

